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Winnicott chronicles the complex inner lives of human beings, from the first
encounter between mother and newborn, through the 'doldrums' of adolescence,
to maturity.
Affective NeuroscienceThe Foundations of Human and Animal EmotionsOUP USA
Music impinges upon the body and the brain. As such, it has significant inductive
power which relies both on innate dispositions and acquired mechanisms and
competencies. The processes are partly autonomous and partly deliberate, and
interrelations between several levels of processing are becoming clearer with
accumulating new evidence. For instance, recent developments in neuroimaging
techniques, have broadened the field by encompassing the study of cortical and
subcortical processing of the music. The domain of musical emotions is a typical
example with a major focus on the pleasure that can be derived from listening to
music. Pleasure, however, is not the only emotion to be induced and the
mechanisms behind its elicitation are far from understood. There are also
mechanisms related to arousal and activation that are both less differentiated and
at the same time more complex than the assumed mechanisms that trigger basic
emotions. It is imperative, therefore, to investigate what pleasurable and moodmodifying effects music can have on human beings in real-time listening
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situations. This e-book is an attempt to answer these questions. Revolving around
the specificity of music experience in terms of perception, emotional reactions, and
aesthetic assessment, it presents new hypotheses, theoretical claims as well as
new empirical data which contribute to a better understanding of the functions of
the brain as related to musical experience.
Most psychological disorders involve distressful emotions, yet emotions are often
regarded as secondary in the etiology and treatment of psychopathology. This
book offers an alternative model of psychotherapy, using the patient’s emotions as
the focal point of treatment. This unique text approaches emotions as the primary
source of intervention, where emotions are appreciated, experienced, and learned
from as opposed to being regulated solely. Based on the latest developments in
affective neuroscience, Dr. Stevens applies science-based interventions with a
sequential approach for helping patients with psychological disorders. Chapters
focus on how to use emotional awareness, emotional validation, self-compassion,
and affect reconsolidation in therapeutic practice. Interventions for specific
emotions such as anger, abandonment, jealousy, and desire are also addressed.
This book is essential reading for clinicians practicing psychotherapy, social
workers and licensed mental health counselors, as well as anyoe interested in the
emotional science behind the brain.
The first of its kind, this book examines artistic representations of the brain after
the rise of the contemporary neurosciences, examining the interplay of art and
science and tackling some of the critical-cultural implications. Weaving an MRI
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pattern onto a family quilt. Scanning the brain of a philosopher contemplating her
own death and hanging it in a museum. Is this art or science or something inbetween? What does it mean? How might we respond? In this ground-breaking new
book, David R. Gruber explores the seductive and influential position of the
neurosciences amid a growing interest in affect and materiality as manifest in
artistic representations of the human brain. Contributing to debates surrounding
the value and/or purpose of interdisciplinary engagement happening in the neurohumanities, Gruber emphasizes the need for critical-cultural analysis within the
field. Engaging with New Materialism and Affect Theory, the book provides a
current and concrete example of the on-going shift away from constructivist
lenses, arguing that the influence of relatively new neuroscience methods (EEG,
MRI and fMRI) on the visual arts has not yet been fully realised. In fact, the very
idea of a brain as it is seen and encountered today—or "The Brain," as Gruber calls
it—remains in need of critical, wild and rebellious re-imagination. Illuminating how
artistic engagement with the brain is often sensual and suggestive even if rooted
in objectivist impulses and tied to scientific realism, this book is ideal for scholars
in Art, Media Studies, Sociology, and English departments, as well visual artists and
anyone seriously engaging discourses of the brain.
Neuroscientific research on emotion has developed dramatically over the past
decade. The cognitive neuroscience of human emotion, which has emerged as the
new and thriving area of 'affective neuroscience', is rapidly rendering existing
overviews of the field obsolete. This handbook provides a comprehensive, up-toPage 3/31
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date and authoritative survey of knowledge and topics investigated in this cuttingedge field. It covers a range of topics, from face and voice perception to pain and
music, as well as social behaviors and decision making. The book considers and
interrogates multiple research methods, among them brain imaging and
physiology measurements, as well as methods used to evaluate behavior and
genetics. Editors Jorge Armony and Patrik Vuilleumier have enlisted well-known
and active researchers from more than twenty institutions across three continents,
bringing geographic as well as methodological breadth to the collection. This
timely volume will become a key reference work for researchers and students in
the growing field of neuroscience.
This handbook introduces the reader to the thought-provoking research on the
neural foundations of human intelligence. Written for undergraduate or graduate
students, practitioners, and researchers in psychology, cognitive neuroscience, and
related fields, the chapters summarize research emerging from the rapidly
developing neuroscience literature on human intelligence. The volume focusses on
theoretical innovation and recent advances in the measurement, modelling, and
characterization of the neurobiology of intelligence differences, especially from
brain imaging studies. It summarizes fundamental issues in the characterization
and measurement of general intelligence, and surveys multidisciplinary research
consortia and large-scale data repositories for the study of general intelligence. A
systematic review of neuroimaging methods for studying intelligence is provided,
including structural and diffusion-weighted MRI techniques, functional MRI
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methods, and spectroscopic imaging of metabolic markers of intelligence.
Updated thoroughly, this comprehensive text highlights the most important issues
in cognitive neuroscience, supported by clinical applications.
Music and the Functions of the Brain: Arousal, Emotions, and Pleasure
Psychological, Cognitive and Neuroscientific Perspectives
Evolution, Early Experience and Human Development
Using the Brain to Understand and Treat Fear and Anxiety
Secrets of Creativity
How They Drive Human Behavior
How Brains Make Up Their Minds
Affective Neuroscience
The Affective Roots of Culture and Cognition
Anxious
How the UK Government Weaponised Fear During the COVID-19 Pandemic
A New Synthesis
Implications for Psychotherapy
The field of cognitive psychology has expanded rapidly in recent
years, with experts in affective and cognitive neuroscience revealing
more about mammalian brain function than ever before. In contrast,
psychological problems such as ADHD, autism, anxiety, and depression
are on the rise, as are medical conditions such as diabetes, obesity,
and autoimmune disorders. Why, in this era of unprecedented scientific
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self-knowledge, does there seem to be so much uncertainty about what
human beings need for optimal development? Evolution, Early Experience
and Human Development asserts that human development is being
misshaped by government policies, social practices, and public beliefs
that fail to consider basic human needs. In this pioneering volume,
scientists from a range of disciplines theorize that the increase in
conditions such as depression and obesity can be partially attributed
to a disparity between the environments and conditions under which our
mammalian brains currently develop and our evolutionary heritage. For
example, healthy brain and emotional development depends to a
significant extent upon caregiver availability and quality of care.
These include practices such as breastfeeding, co-sleeping, and
parental social support, which have waned in modern society, but
nevertheless may be integral to healthy development. As the authors
argue, without a more informed appreciation of the ideal conditions
under which human brains/minds develop and function, human beings will
continue to struggle with suboptimal mental and physical health, and
as problems emerge psychological treatments alone will not be
effective. The best approach is to recognize these needs at the outset
so as to optimize child development. Evolution, Early Experience and
Human Development puts forth a logical, empirically based argument
regarding human mammalian needs for optimal development, based on
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research from anthropology, neurobiology, animal science, and human
development. The result is a unique exploration of evolutionary
approaches to human behavior that will support the advancement of new
policies, new attitudes towards health, and alterations in childcare
practices that will better promote healthy human development.
This book, a member of the Series in Affective Science, is a unique
interdisciplinary sequence of articles on the cognitive neuroscience
of emotion by some of the most well-known researchers in the area. It
explores what is known about cognitive processes in emotion at the
same time it reviews the processes and anatomical structures involved
in emotion, determining whether there is something about emotion and
its neural substrates that requires they be studied as a separate
domain. Divided into four major focal points and presenting research
that has been performed in the last decade, this book covers the
process of emotion generation, the functions of amygdala, the
conscious experience of emotion, and emotion regulation and
dysregulation. Collectively, the chapters constitute a broad but
selective survey of current knowledge about emotion and the brain, and
they all address the close association between cognitive and emotional
processes. By bringing together diverse strands of investigation with
the aim of documenting current understanding of how emotion is
instantiated in the brain, this book will be of use to scientists,
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researchers, and advanced students of psychology and neuroscience.
The complexities of the brain and nervous system make neuroscience an
inherently interdisciplinary pursuit, one that comprises disparate
basic, clinical, and applied disciplines. Behavioral neuroscientists
approach the brain and nervous system as instruments of sensation and
response; cognitive neuroscientists view the same systems as a
solitary computer with a focus on representations and processes. The
Oxford Handbook of Social Neuroscience marks the emergence of a third
broad perspective in this field. Social neuroscience emphasizes the
functions that emerge through the coaction and interaction of
conspecifics, the neural mechanisms that underlie these functions, and
the commonality and differences across social species and
superorganismal structures. With an emphasis on the neural, hormonal,
cellular, and genetic mechanisms underlying social behavior, social
neuroscience places emphasis on the associations and influences
between social and biological levels of organization. This complex
interdisciplinary perspective demands theoretical, methodological,
statistical, and inferential rigor to effectively integrate basic,
clinical, and applied perspectives on the nervous system and brain.
Reflecting the diverse perspectives that make up this field, The
Oxford Handbook of Social Neuroscience brings together perspectives
from across the sciences in one authoritative volume.
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The past decades have seen significant advances in the sociological
understanding of human emotion. Sociology has shown how culture and
society shape our emotions and how emotions contribute to micro- and
macro-social processes. At the same time, the behavioral sciences have
made progress in understanding emotion at the level of the individual
mind and body. Emotion and Social Structures embraces both
perspectives to uncover the fundamental role of affect and emotion in
the emergence and reproduction of social order. How do culture and
social structure influence the cognitive and bodily basis of emotion?
How do large-scale patterns of feeling emerge? And how do emotions
promote the coordination of social action and interaction? Integrating
theories and evidence from disciplines such as psychology, cognitive
science, and neuroscience, Christian von Scheve argues for a
sociological understanding of emotion as a bi-directional mediator
between social action and social structure. This book will be of
interest to students and scholars of the sociology of emotion,
microsociology, and cognitive sociology, as well as social psychology,
cognitive science, and affective neuroscience.
For 200 million years before humans developed a capacity to reason,
the emotional centers of the brain were hard at work. Stephen Asma and
Rami Gabriel help us understand the evolution of the mind by exploring
this more primal capability that we share with other animals: the
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power to feel, which is the root of so much that makes us uniquely
human.
The Neuropsychology of Anxiety first appeared in 1982 as the first
volume in the Oxford Psychology Series, and quickly established itself
as the definitive work on the subject. In the many years since the 1st
edition, significant advances have been made in the study of anxiety,
and much evidence obtained supporting the original theory. The new
edition has been extensively revised, considering these recent
advances, and laying down the foundations for future research.
A new framework for the neuroscientific study of emotions in humans
and animals The Neuroscience of Emotion presents a new framework for
the neuroscientific study of emotion across species. Written by Ralph
Adolphs and David J. Anderson, two leading authorities on the study of
emotion, this accessible and original book recasts the discipline and
demonstrates that in order to understand emotion, we need to examine
its biological roots in humans and animals. Only through a comparative
approach that encompasses work at the molecular, cellular, systems,
and cognitive levels will we be able to comprehend what emotions do,
how they evolved, how the brain shapes their development, and even how
we might engineer them into robots in the future. Showing that
emotions are ubiquitous across species and implemented in specific
brain circuits, Adolphs and Anderson offer a broad foundation for
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thinking about emotions as evolved, functionally defined biological
states. The authors discuss the techniques and findings from modern
neuroscientific investigations of emotion and conclude with a survey
of theories and future research directions. Featuring color
illustrations throughout, The Neuroscience of Emotion synthesizes the
latest in neuroscientific work to provide deeper insights into how
emotions function in all of us.
Secrets of Creativity: What Neuroscience, the Arts, and Our Minds
Reveal draws on insights from leading neuroscientists and scholars in
the humanities and the arts to probe creativity in its many contexts,
in the everyday mind, the exceptional mind, the scientific mind, the
artistic mind, and the pathological mind. Components of creativity are
specified with respect to types of memory, forms of intelligence,
modes of experience, and kinds of emotion. Authors in this volume take
on the challenge of showing how creativity can be characterized
behaviorally, cognitively, and neurophysiologically. The complementary
perspectives of the authors add to the richness of these findings.
Neuroscientists describe the functioning of the brain and its
circuitry in creative acts of scientific discovery or aesthetic
production. Humanists from the fields of literature, art, and music
give analyses of creativity in major literary works, musical
compositions, and works of visual art.
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Affective neuroscience
A Curious History of Sex
Trading Companies and Travel Knowledge in the Early Modern World
The Neuroscience of Emotion
Theory, Research, and Practice
A State of Fear
Affective Neuroscience in Psychotherapy
Cognition and Emotion
Emotions, Learning, and the Brain
From order to disorder
Novel Frontiers of Advanced Neuroimaging
The Oxford Handbook of Social Neuroscience
Joseph LeDoux, whose NYU lab has been at the forefront of research efforts to understand
and treat fear and anxiety, explains the range of anxiety disorders, their origins, and
discoveries that can restore sufferers to normalcy.
A Textbook of Biological Psychiatry integrates the basic science concerning brain
mechanisms of psychiatric disorders alongside surveys of present standard clinical
treatment. Organized in a coherent and easy to follow structure, chapters expand across
different levels of analysis, from basic mechanisms to clinical practice. This comprehensive
reference provides an integrative treatment of the biochemistry of neurotransmission,
behavioral pharmacology, and clinical aspects of psychiatric problems including depression,
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manic-depression, and mood disorders. Other chapters address the biological mechanisms
and treatment of depression, anxiety, panic, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and addictions.
The editor concludes with a perspective on the future of the field and prospects for
understanding and effectively treating mood and anxiety disorders.
The second edition of this successful book provides further and in-depth insight into
theoretical models dealing with Internet addiction, as well as includes new therapeutical
approaches. The editors also broach the emerging topic of smartphone addiction. This book
combines a scholarly introduction with state-of-the-art research in the characterization of
Internet addiction. It is intended for a broad audience including scientists, students and
practitioners. The first part of the book contains an introduction to Internet addiction and
their pathogenesis. The second part of the book is dedicated to an in-depth review of
neuroscientific findings which cover studies using a variety of biological techniques including
brain imaging and molecular genetics. The third part of the book focuses on therapeutic
interventions for Internet addiction. The fourth part of the present book is an extension to
the first edition and deals with a new emerging potential disorder related to Internet
addiction – smartphone addiction. Moreover, in this second edition of the book new content
has been added. Among others, the reader will find an overview of theoretical models
dealing with Internet addiction, results from twin studies in the context of Internet addiction
and additional insights into therapeutic approaches to Internet addiction.
Neuroscience of Enduring Change is founded on the premise that all major psychotherapy
modalities producing enduring change do so by virtue of corrective emotional experiences
that alter problematic memories through the process of reconsolidation. This book is unique
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in linking basic science concepts to clinical research and clinical application. Experts in each
area address each of the basic science and clinical topics. No other book addresses a
general mechanism of change in psychotherapy in combination with the basic science
underpinning it. This book is also unique in bringing the latest neuroimaging evidence and
cutting-edge conceptual approaches to bear in understanding how psychological and
behavioral treatment approaches bring about lasting change in the brain. Clinicians will
benefit from the detailed discussion of basic mechanisms that underpin their clinical
interventions and will be challenged to consider how their approach to therapy might be
adjusted to optimize the opportunities for enduring change. Researchers will benefit from
authoritative reviews of extant knowledge and a clear description of the research agenda
going forward. The cross-fertilization between the research and clinical domains is evident
throughout.
The role of emotion in bodily regulation, dyadic connection, dissociation, trauma,
transformation, marital communication, play, well-being, health, creativity, and social
engagement is explored by today's leading researchers and clinicians.
What is the best brain training program? How To Increase Neuroplasticity Does brain
training work? Memory Games Brain Training What is neuroplasticity and how does it work?
Why Is Neuroplasticity Important What is an example of neuroplasticity? Principles Of
Neuroplasticity What neuroplasticity is, and why research results hold such exciting
implications; How to turn from a pessimist to a positive thinker who gets great results in
every area of your life; How to protect yourself against common mental illnesses such as
anxiety and depression;
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Freeman takes us in steps from single neurons to an explanation of our capacities for selfdetermination. The process is not easy to grasp, but comprehension is the best way to face
down genetic and environmental determinism, apply our new biological knowledge in
defense of our freedom, and accept responsibility for what we do with it."--BOOK JACKET.
This book summarises the proceedings of a symposium on "Emotions and Psychopathology"
which was held by the Department of Psychology of Bowling Green State University from
September 26-27, 1986. It is coming to be realized that to understand the underlying
structure and dynamics of many psychopathologies, it is essential to understand the nature
of emotions. The aim of this symposium was to gather a group of investigators and thinkers
who would have valuable and unique perspectives on the nature of emotions and on their
relationship to psychic disorders. The main participants were Manfred Clynes, Helen Block
Lewis, Michael Liebowitz, Marvin Minsky, Robert Plutchik, John Paul Scott and Jaak Panksepp.
Ted Melnechuk chaired the half-day of round table discussion on the day following the
symposium, and Gail Zivin and Larry Stettner presented informal position statements on
ethologi during the round table. On the evening before the symposium, Elliot cal approaches
Valenstein of The University of Michigan presented a pre-symposium colloquium entitled
"Great and Desperate Cures" which summarized his most recent contribu tion to the
Psychosurgery debate. We should like to refer you to his excellent book on the subject, with
the same title, (Basic Books,1986), which can help forewarn us of possible future worries in
the application of biological technologies. Paul Byers who did not attend the meeting was
invited to write a chapter summarizing cultural and societal issues which were not formally
covered at the meeting.
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Neuroscientific Approaches and Therapeutical Implications Including Smartphone Addiction
Emotions and Psychopathology
The Family and Individual Development
An Enquiry Into the Function of the Septo-hippocampal System
The Archaeology of Mind: Neuroevolutionary Origins of Human Emotions
Cognitive Neuroscience of Emotion
The Cognitive-Emotional Brain
The Healing Power of Emotion: Affective Neuroscience, Development & Clinical Practice
(Norton Series on Interpersonal Neurobiology)
Current Advances in Affective Neuroscience
Pregnancy-Related Anxiety
The Oxford Handbook of Emotion Dysregulation
What Neuroscience, the Arts, and Our Minds Reveal
The Affective Foundations of Social Order

The idea that a specific brain circuit constitutes the
emotional brain (and its corollary, that cognition resides
elsewhere) shaped thinking about emotion and the brain for
many years. Recent behavioral, neuropsychological,
neuroanatomy, and neuroimaging research, however, suggests
that emotion interacts with cognition in the brain. In this
book, Luiz Pessoa moves beyond the debate over functional
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specialization, describing the many ways that emotion and
cognition interact and are integrated in the brain. The
amygdala is often viewed as the quintessential emotional
region of the brain, but Pessoa reviews findings revealing
that many of its functions contribute to attention and
decision making, critical components of cognitive functions.
He counters the idea of a subcortical pathway to the
amygdala for affective visual stimuli with an alternate
framework, the multiple waves model. Citing research on
reward and motivation, Pessoa also proposes the dual
competition model, which explains emotional and motivational
processing in terms of their influence on competition
processes at both perceptual and executive function levels.
He considers the broader issue of structure-function
mappings, and examines anatomical features of several
regions often associated with emotional processing,
highlighting their connectivity properties. As new
theoretical frameworks of distributed processing evolve,
Pessoa concludes, a truly dynamic network view of the brain
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will emerge, in which "emotion" and "cognition" may be used
as labels in the context of certain behaviors, but will not
map cleanly into compartmentalized pieces of the brain.
A CHOICE Magazine Outstanding Academic Title of 2018. A
novel approach to understanding personality, based on
evidence that we share more than we realize with other
mammals. This book presents the wealth of scientific
evidence that our personality emerges from evolved primary
emotions shared by all mammals. Yes, your dog feels love—and
many other things too. These subcortically generated
emotions bias our actions, alter our perceptions, guide our
learning, provide the basis for our thoughts and memories,
and become regulated over the course of our lives.
Understanding personality development from the perspective
of mammals is a groundbreaking approach, and one that sheds
new light on the ways in which we as humans respond to life
events, both good and bad. Jaak Panksepp, famous for
discovering laughter in rats and for creating the field of
affective neuroscience, died in April 2017. This book forms
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part of his lasting legacy and impact on a wide range of
scientific and humanistic disciplines. It will be essential
reading for anyone trying to understand how we act in the
world, and the world’s impact on us.
A look at the seven emotional systems of the brain by the
researcher who discovered them. What makes us happy? What
makes us sad? How do we come to feel a sense of enthusiasm?
What fills us with lust, anger, fear, or tenderness?
Traditional behavioral and cognitive neuroscience have yet
to provide satisfactory answers. The Archaeology of Mind
presents an affective neuroscience approach—which takes into
consideration basic mental processes, brain functions, and
emotional behaviors that all mammals share—to locate the
neural mechanisms of emotional expression. It reveals—for
the first time—the deep neural sources of our values and
basic emotional feelings. This book elaborates on the seven
emotional systems that explain how we live and behave. These
systems originate in deep areas of the brain that are
remarkably similar across all mammalian species. When they
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are disrupted, we find the origins of emotional disorders: SEEKING: how the brain generates a euphoric and expectant
response - FEAR: how the brain responds to the threat of
physical danger and death - RAGE: sources of irritation and
fury in the brain - LUST: how sexual desire and attachments
are elaborated in the brain - CARE: sources of maternal
nurturance - GRIEF: sources of non-sexual attachments PLAY: how the brain generates joyous, rough-and-tumble
interactions - SELF: a hypothesis explaining how affects
might be elaborated in the brain The book offers an evidencebased evolutionary taxonomy of emotions and affects and, as
such, a brand-new clinical paradigm for treating psychiatric
disorders in clinical practice.
This is not a comprehensive study of every sexual quirk,
kink and ritual across all cultures throughout time, as that
would entail writing an encyclopaedia. Rather, this is a
drop in the ocean, a paddle in the shallow end of sex
history, but I hope you will get pleasantly wet nonetheless.
The act of sex has not changed since people first worked out
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what went where, but the ways in which society dictates how
sex is culturally understood and performed have varied
significantly through the ages. Humans are the only
creatures that stigmatise particular sexual practices, and
sex remains a deeply divisive issue around the world.
Attitudes will change and grow – hopefully for the better –
but sex will never be free of stigma or shame unless we
acknowledge where it has come from. Based on the popular
research project Whores of Yore, and written with her
distinctive humour and wit, A Curious History of Sex draws
upon Dr Kate Lister’s extensive knowledge of sex history.
From medieval impotence tests to twentieth-century testicle
thefts, from the erotic frescoes of Pompeii, to modern-day
sex doll brothels, Kate unashamedly roots around in the
pants of history, debunking myths, challenging stereotypes
and generally getting her hands dirty. This fascinating book
is peppered with surprising and informative historical
slang, and illustrated with eye-opening, toe-curling and
meticulously sourced images from the past. You will laugh,
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you will wince and you will wonder just how much has
actually changed.
Emerging imaging modalities continuously increase the
diagnostic sensitivity and accuracy of neuroimaging, and
have transformed diagnostic radiology into a powerful
research and clinical tool. Various novel neuroimaging
modalities have become of paramount importance, not only in
establishing diagnosis but also in guiding surgical
intervention, and in evaluating the treatment effect.
Advanced MR based techniques such as Fractional Anisotropy,
Diffusion Tensor Imaging, Proton Spectroscopy, and taskgenerated as well as resting-state functional MRI have
tremendously increased the power of the modern
neuroscientist’s armamentarium. The employment of advanced
neuroimaging techniques have been expanded in the scientific
fields of neuropsychology, consumer’s psychology, and
forensic medicine. Our current textbook presents exactly a
collection of such innovative work, and explores new
frontiers, and future applications of neuroimaging
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Since interactions may occur between animals, humans, or
computational agents, an interdisciplinary approach which
investigates foundations of affective communication in a
variety of platforms is indispensable. In the field of
affective computing, a collection of research, merging
decades of research on emotions in psychology, cognition and
neuroscience will inspire creative future research projects
and contribute to the prosperity of this emerging field.
Affective Computing and Interaction: Psychological,
Cognitive and Neuroscientific Perspectives examines the
current state and the future prospects of affect in
computing within the context of interactions. Uniting
several aspects of affective interactions and topics in
affective computing, this reference reviews basic
foundations of emotions, furthers an understanding of the
contribution of affect to our lives and concludes by
revealing current trends and promising technologies for
reducing the emotional gap between humans and machines, all
within the context of interactions.
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Trading Companies and Travel Knowledge in the Early Modern
World explores the links between trade, empire, exploration,
and global information trans>fer during the early modern
period. By charting how the leaders, members, employees, and
supporters of different trading companies gathered,
pro>cessed, employed, protected, and divulged intelligence
about foreign lands, peoples, and markets, this book throws
new light on the internal uses of information by corporate
actors and the ways they engaged with, relied on, and
supplied various external publics. This ranged from using
secret knowl>edge to beat competitors, to shaping debates
about empire, and to forcing Europeans to reassess their
understandings of specific environments due to contacts with
non-European peoples. Reframing our understanding of trading
companies through the lens of travel literature, this volume
brings together thirteen experts in the field to facilitate
a new understanding of how European corporations and empires
were shaped by global webs of information exchange
"The Oxford Handbook of Emotion Dysregulation is the first
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to consider the ED construct as distinct from what is known
as emotion regulation (ER; a variety of automatic and
volitional strategies, behaviors, and skills that are used
to modulate emotional experiences and expressions),
featuring chapters by scholars whose work is on the cutting
edge of basic and clinical understanding of ED. This
Handbook examines the ED construct from multiple viewpoints
across levels of analysis and considers the role that ED
plays in the expression of various forms of psychopathology.
Chapters explore basic understanding of emotions and ED as
transdiagnostic constructs (Part I); cognitive, behavioral,
and social approaches to evaluating ED (Part II);
neurobiological advances in our understanding of ED (Part
III); associations between ED and psychopathology (Part IV);
and assessment and treatment of ED (Part V). Part VI
includes chapters on Conclusions and Future Directions. The
Handbook can serve as a primary or complementary text for
advanced undergraduate and graduate-level seminars/courses
on emotion dysregulation and psychopathology more broadly"-Page 25/31
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The Neuropsychology of Anxiety
A Clinician's Guide for Working with Emotions
The Foundations of Human and Animal Emotions
Cognitive Neuroscience
Emotion and Social Structures
The Cambridge Handbook of Intelligence and Cognitive
Neuroscience
Advances in Emotion Regulation: From Neuroscience to
Psychotherapy
Animal Emotions
Neurosensuality and Affective Realism
From Interactions to Integration
The Emotional Mind
Affective Computing and Interaction: Psychological,
Cognitive and Neuroscientific Perspectives
Neuroscience of Enduring Change
This book provides a collective examination of the theoretical, empirical,
and clinical perspectives of pregnancy-related anxiety. Pregnancy-related
anxiety is a distinct form of anxiety that is experienced by pregnant women
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and is characterized by pregnancy-specific fears and worries. This form of
anxiety has been associated with a range of negative obstetric, neonatal,
and maternal outcomes. There has been increased research interest in this
form of anxiety, particularly over the last 15 years. The content is organized
in three sections. The first section provides a thorough understanding of
pregnancy-related anxiety, ranging from its historical development,
evidence of its distinctiveness to the antecedents and outcomes of this
anxiety for the mother and child. The second section examines key clinical
issues around diagnosis and treatment specifically, current
diagnosis/screening for this anxiety and approaches for intervention and
treatment. The final section considers emerging areas of research such as
pertinent issues around culture and acculturation which are key issues in
an increasingly multicultural world. Moreover, the effects of pregnancyrelated anxiety on the woman’s broader psychosocial functioning are
considered with specific chapters on body image and sexual abuse, two
key areas of concern. A seminal resource, this book provides a broad
examination of the topic from multiple frameworks and perspectives which
sets this book apart from other books in print. This book intends to inform
and stimulate future research studies, as well as increase awareness and
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understanding of pregnancy-related anxiety. It is a must-read for
researchers, educators, clinicians, and higher education students who care
about delivering better support and services to pregnant women,
particularly those who are vulnerable and distressed.
This comprehensive and exceptionally readable text summarizes up-to-date
information about the fundamental brain sources of emotional tendencies
in humans and other animals.
This fully updated third edition of the highly praised Cognition and Emotion
provides a comprehensive overview of contemporary research on both
normal emotional experience and the emotional disorders. The book
provides a comprehensive review of the basic literature on cognition and
emotion – it describes the historical background and philosophy of
emotion, reviews the main theories of normal emotions and emotional
disorders, and the research on the five basic emotions of fear, anger,
sadness, anger, disgust and happiness. The authors provide a unique
integration of two areas which are often treated separately: the main
theories of normal emotions rarely address the issue of disordered
emotions, and theories of emotional disorders (e.g. depression, posttraumatic stress disorder, and phobias) rarely discuss normal emotions.
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The book draws these separate strands together, introducing a theoretical
framework that can be applied to both normal and disordered emotions.
Cognition and Emotion provides both an advanced textbook for
undergraduate and postgraduate courses in addition to a novel approach
with a range of implications for clinical practice for work with the emotional
disorders.
A neuroscience revolution is making its way into classrooms around
thecountry, changing the way we understand how emotions
influencethinking and learning. This book makes available the most
pertinent scientificinformation in a way classroom teachers can understand
and apply.
Emotions are the gift nature gave us to help us connect with others.
Emotions do not come from out of nowhere. Rather, they are constantly
generated, usually by stimuli in our interpersonal world. They bond us to
others, guide us in navigating our social interactions, and help us care for
each other. Paraphrasing Shakespeare, “Our relationships are such stuff as
emotions are made of”. Emotions express our needs and desires. When
problems happen in our relationships, emotions arise to help us fixing
those problems. However, when emotions can become dysregulated,
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pathology begins. Almost all forms of psychopathology are associated with
dysregulated emotions or dysregulatory mechanisms. These dysregulated
emotions can become regulated when the therapist helps clients express,
face and regulate their emotions, and channel them into healthy actions.
This research topic gathers contributions from affective neuroscientists
and psychotherapists to illustrate how our emotions become dysregulated
in life and can become regulated through psychotherapy.
Animal Emotions: How They Drive Human Behavior gives a concise
overview of ancient mammalian emotions deeply rooted in the human
brain. Jaak Panksepp, a world-renowned neuroscientist, dedicated his life
career to the study of mammalian emotions and he carved out seven
distinct emotional systems he called seeking, lust, care, and play (positive
emotions), and fear, anger, and sadness (negative emotions), all exerting a
tremendous influence on human behavior.Christian Montag, a
neuroscientist and psychologist, and a long-time collaborator of Jaak
Panksepp, revisits together with Kenneth L. Davis, one of Jaak's PhD
students, Panksepp's theories and provides the reader with new insights
into the nature of emotions and their role as survival tools, both for animals
and for humans. They also raise new questions about the background of
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the research field Jaak Panksepp coined "Affective Neuroscience." How are
personality and psychopathology linked to animal emotions? Do animals
feel the same way as we do? What are our emotional needs in a digital
society, and what is key to a happy life?
Textbook of Biological Psychiatry
The Emotional Foundations of Personality: A Neurobiological and
Evolutionary Approach
Brain Art and Neuroscience
Internet Addiction
the foundations of human and animal emotions
From Research to Practice and Policy
The Cambridge Handbook of Human Affective Neuroscience
Exploring the Educational Implications of Affective Neuroscience
The Foundations Of Human And Animal Emotions: Neuroplasticity
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